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TGIRT-EIJB LEBEL-SUR-QUÉVILLON 

THIRTEENTH MEETING 
 

 

ITEMS RESULTS OR DISCUSSION SUMMARY DECISIONS 

1. Call to order, introductions The meeting is called to order at 12:30 PM. The animator 

asks the members to introduce themselves. 

 

2. Reading and approval of the 

agenda  
The animator reads the agenda.  The MFFP observer asks to 

discuss item 7 after 2 PM since the PAFIT coordinator will 

only be available at that time to answer all questions. 

On a motion by Mr. François 

Denis, duly seconded by Mr. 

Luc Bossé, it is unanimously 

agreed to approve the agenda 

as proposed. 

3. Reading, follow-up and 

approval of the minutes of 

the meeting held on 

February 13, 2018 

None of the delegates present at the February meeting is 

present at this meeting.  The minutes cannot be approved. At 

the last meeting there was only one delegate.  That meeting 

was held in an informal manner.  The animator prepared a 

report that does not need to be approved.  As for the minutes 

of the February meeting, the animator will attempt to have it 

approved by email. 

Forward the minutes to Mrs.  

Amélie Béchard and Mr. Alain 

Poirier for approval. 

4. Reading, follow-up and 

approval of the minutes of 

the meeting held on July 10, 

2018 

None of the delegates present at the July meeting is present 

at this meeting.  The minutes cannot be approved.  At the 

last meeting, there was only one delegate.  That meeting 

was held in an informal manner.  The animator prepared a 

report that does not need to be approved.  As for the minutes 

of the February meeting, the animator can have it approved 

by email. 

Forward the minutes to the 

members present at the July 

meeting for approval. 

5. Correspondence A correspondence was received from the company Osisko 

regarding mining exploration work planned for the near 

future. 

 

6. Follow-up on the issues  The animator reviews the issues grid.  Regarding the issues 

raised by the delegate representing the joint working group, 

the CNG observer does a follow-up of the work in progress 

and the steps to come. 

The issue of access to the territory is the subject of some 

development over the last few months, including the addition 

of an online interactive map.  The animator explains how to 

work with this map and how to send observations or 

requests for amendments, if any. 

At this time, only the issue of access to the territory can be 

worked on by the TGIRT. The issues put on ice (highlighted 

in blue) raise some questions, including the issue of the 

visual framework. The animator suggests that the issues 

that have been put aside for a certain time, including due to 

Suggest remove some issues 

from the grid, starting with the 

visual framework. 

 

Establish a classification of 

issues to distinguish those 

aiming to maintain a monitoring 

from those where actions must 

be developed and undertaken. 
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the extended absence of the delegates that raised them, be 

removed from the grid.  The animator will make a suggestion 

to this effect to the members. 

Regarding the quality of water, a question remains 

unanswered at this time, which is to know if there is 

something related to forest work that threatens the quality of 

water. Nobody raised a concern to this effect.  It is probably 

still an orphan issue that could eventually be removed from 

the grid. 

The issue of harmonisation of the various uses also raises 

questions regarding if it is necessary to maintain it in the grid 

since all were informed that if they wish to be informed of the 

weekly schedule of forest work, they must make a request to 

the BGAs to be registered in their mailing lists. The animator 

indicates that there are no other actions to take but it is 

desired to maintain a monitoring like with the maintenance of 

the forest allocations issue.  A delegate suggests to put 

these issues in the same category. 

7. 2018-2023 PAFIT (MFFP) The MFFP observer states the objective of this item which is 

not to present the document but to answer questions. The 

animator adds that the document is available in the TGIRT 

“Members” section.  The delegates have until November 30 

to issue their comments as part of the TGIRT.  The 

comments thus received must be shared with all delegates 

who will have an opportunity to react. After the November 30 

deadline, the members can issue their comments as part of 

the public consultations but as individuals and not as a 

TGIRT.  The animator explains the difference between the 

TGIRT consultation and the public consultation.  The 

members do a very quick review of the PAFIT. 

The members discuss the management strategy, including 

the stand education work volumes. 

 

8. 2018-2023 PAFIO 

amendments 

The MFFP observer mentions that 95% of the amendments 

made to the PAFIO are related to non-commercial silviculture 

work.  This represents about 4,000 ha of scarification, about 

the same amount of reforestation work and about 2,000 

hectares of stand education. The type and proportion of the 

work added to the PAFIO are about the same from one 

forest management unit to the other.  The MFFP and the 

BGAs often receive requests for harmonisation related to the 

hunting season. They wish to see the tallymen prioritise their 

most sensitive areas and enough in advance so that it can 

be taken into consideration in the operational planning. 
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9. Public consultation report Regarding the two FMUs of the TGIRT (UA 087-51 and 087-

62), the MFFP only received one comment.  The comment 

was regarding the Ligne lake.  The resident was asking to 

have no harvest in his hunting area and mention that there 

was not enough reforestation. A portion of his hunting sector 

burnt this summer and is now part of a special recovery plan. 

The green wood will not be harvested.  The harvested wood 

will be sent to Produits forestiers Résolu and the BMMB for 

about 50,000 to 60,000 cubic metres each and to Barrette-

Chapais for a volume of about 160,000 cubic metres. 

 

10. Schedule of meetings The 2019 schedule includes 4 series of meetings.  The 

animator asks the participants to choose one week in each 

series that seems more appropriate. A member mentions 

that, for him, the two first series have no limitations. The 

beginning of September is less restrictive than the end of 

August.  The animator will receive clarifications, if any, in 

early December. 

 

11. Information items and 

delegate requests. 
  

12. Adjournment The meeting is adjourned at 2:30 PM. On a motion by Mr. François 

Denis, duly seconded by Mr. 

Luc Bossé, it is unanimously 

agreed to adjourn the meeting. 
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ACRONYMS 

 

 

BGA:  Beneficiaries of a supply guarantee 

BMMB: Wood marketing board 

TGIRT: Integrated Land and Resources Management Panel 

CNG:  Cree Nation Government 

MFFP: Ministère des Forêts, de la Faune et des Parcs 

PAFIO: Operational Plan for integrated forest management 

PAFIT: Tactical plan for integrated forest management 

FMU:  Forest Management Unit 


